Bank
Verification
and Paid
Mileage
Made Easy

Enhance iTrent with validation and verification
protocols through our partnership with GBG
and significantly improve payroll processes
and accuracy while reducing unnecessary
errors and costs.
Bank detail validation and verification
Payroll fraud is an enormous expense for
businesses. It sends payroll teams into an almost
endless cycle of payment reclaims with banks.
Time spent chasing reclaims impacts productivity
and if unsuccessful, businesses are left in a
compromised position and at a financial loss.
GBG’s integration with iTrent facilitates a flexible
two-stage bank detail verification process for
employees. The first stage instantly validates
sort codes and account numbers when
entered into Employee Self Service.
This includes newly onboarded employees as
well as existing employees updating payment
details. If the details entered are incorrect, users
will be presented with configurable instruction
on how to progress. The second verification stage
ensures the identity matches the registered bank
and employee address. GBG services not only
safeguard businesses against fraud, but also
deliver significant time savings.

Payroll teams will no longer need to routinely
register bank branch details into iTrent, as they
will have access to an expanding library of banks
to select. They will also benefit from simple and
streamlined auditing of employee payment
details. The integration with GBG reduces admin
costs and payment errors while guaranteeing
faster, secure payments occurring first time.
Paid mileage
Accuracy across expense claims, particularly
mileage, is a challenge for many organisations.
Utilising accurate location data through the GBG
integration, iTrent Paid Mileage means employees
can submit claims with pinpoint accuracy –
ensuring they’re not over or under claiming.
Mitigate both employee and organisation
costs with a solution that simplifies mileage
expense claims into iTrents Paid Milage.
Postcode-to-postcode validation, provided
by GBG, enhances accuracy and grants
access to locations – including those
not yet built. The integration into paid
mileage enables organisations to combine
mileage with other expenses.

Key benefits:
■ Safeguard your business against payroll
fraud and reduce the time spent claiming
payment reclaims, through a user-friendly
market-leading solution.
■ Eliminate potential errors by providing
employees with a secure and simple way
to guarantee their bank details are correct.
■ ‘Library’ of bank and branch information
stored within iTrent for easy retrieval.
■ Save time through the automation of new
bank information in iTrent for all employees
to use.
■ Facilitate better auditing with a clear trail
as to where bank details have been obtained.
■ Leverage the flexibility of validation services
(with or without verification services). Ideal
for businesses that don’t hold employee
address details.
■ Enhance the employee experience with a
solution that ensures they are paid correctly
when joining the business or when they
change payment details.

■ Boost payroll and finance team productivity
by removing manual admin around expenses
and bank details verification.
■ Provide better visibility over paid mileage
claims and locations visited for audit purposes.
■ Significantly reduce the time employees
spend on expenses by consolidating claims
within a single platform.
If you’re interested in this solution, please
contact your Customer Relationship Manager
for more information.
+44 (0) 115 945 6000
info@mhrglobal.com
mhrglobal.com
You can also keep up to date with all our
latest news through our social media channels:
twitter.com/mhr_solutions
linkedin.com/company/mhr_solutions
youtube.com/MHR_solutions
facebook.com/MHRsolutions
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